Analyze MRO Items to

Maximize Recovery
& Disposition Value

Dispositioning
The Net Results Group will maximize your investment recovery
and ensure financial regulatory compliance.
On average, 6% of parts accounts for 90% of MRO inventory
expenditures annually.

Research indicates that non-moving MRO inventories can grow at an annual rate of 6.7%, and
greater than 30% of all SKU’s purchased on an annual basis may never be used.
The MRO3i™ advanced technology suite by Net Results Group provides a unique opportunity to
implement precision procurement processes and clearly identify MRO parts for dispositioning.
Identifying and dispossessing of MRO parts is a complicated and time consuming process.
Dispositioning strategies to successfully redeploy or remarket inventory requires years of
experience and comprehensive market knowledge.
Let the Net Results Group reduce your cost without sacrificing performance.

Dispositioning
Parts dispositioning identifies and

MRO item description

removes excess, unused, obsolete
and readily available MRO
inventory parts.

cleansing and standardizing
ensures reductions in excess
MRO material investment.

Dispositioning methodology and maximizing
value is a complex procedure.

The MRO3i™ advanced technology suite
enables smarter procurement decisions.

Typically, materials managers

Initial stock sharing of high value

do not have enough time to
review any one item in their
inventory.

non-consumable or frequently
moving MRO parts assists in the
dispositioning process.

Extracting value from excess MRO materials
requires precision and expertise.

Subsequent to dispositioning MRO3i™ assists in
a more effective part procurement process.

The experience of Net Results

Investment recovery, through

Group can efficiently associate
unwanted MRO items to
appropriate marketplaces with
an optimal selling price.

parts dispositioning has direct
and positive impact on an
organization’s bottom line.

Clients may average 17% to 25% of purchased
price for commodity and OEM unique items.

Every $1 generated from dispositioning equals
$20 through sales.

Net Results Group, LLC assist clients in all aspects of MRO practices encompassing material provisioning,
inventory management, material usability and dispositioning.
Our cloud based MRO3i™ technology suite, connects to your MRO catalogue through our portal to
structure your data, enabling better inventory management across your entire organization.
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